THE UNDERGRADUATE PASSION EXPO
A student-presentation and networking event

EVENT: 11/3/23 LIVE OAK PAVILLION
Submission Deadline: 10/6/23
https://forms.gle/JkQtUyzpY54Ckq8u9
WHAT IS IT?
A networking event with local employers, FAU faculty, and students showcasing independent projects created by undergraduates on topics that inspire them.

FAU students have diverse interests, but not many opportunities to showcase them!
Undergraduates may struggle to connect their passions with their post-graduate plans.
Students can visit classic career fairs, but are limited to seeking out opportunities themselves.

WHY DO IT?
The Undergraduate Passion Expo provides students with the opportunity to present their topic their way to local employers and FAU faculty. By encouraging undergraduates to form independent ideas, take ownership of knowledge, and synthesize complex information, the Undergraduate Passion Expo gives students the space to take a deep-dive into ideas that ignite their curiosity while bolstering their professional network.

SUBMISSION TYPES:

Case Report
Poster presentation of an area of interest, question, or research topic.

Applied Intervention
Poster presentation applying relevant theory to a real-world problem.

Discussion Forum
Organized panel of 2+ students who perform a structured discussion of a topic with Q+A.

AIMS:
- Maximize student engagement
- Connect with the community
- Provide networking opportunities
- Uplift student interests
- Promote independent inquiry
- Feature student resource offices

QUESTIONS?
undergraduatepassionexpo@gmail.com